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‘SERICITA VERDE’ OR ONCE UPON A TIME IN CHILE…

What is ‘true’ rock character? 
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A legacy of logging ‘sericita verde’ or ‘green sericite’, as proxy for high grade zones; while true that there is often a vector 
assemblage of sericita verde, it is revealed by hyperspectral to often be other minerals besides just white mica and chlorite



THE MINE CYCLE: THE HYPERSPECTRAL CORE IMAGING ROLE

• Surface Recon
• Surface sampling
• Prelim. Tech report
• Expl. Drilling

Exploration

• Pre-Feasibility
• Scoping Study
• Feasibility
• Resource Drilling

Evaluation
• Construction
• Pre-Production
• Condemnation
• Exploration Drilling

Development

• Pre-Production
• Full-Commercial Prod
• LOM Extensions

Production
• Mine closure
• Remediation

End of 
Production

~2-10yrs ~3-6yrs ~2-4yrs ~10-50yrs ~1-10yrs

MINERALOGY

Mineralogy is the key component that works through the entire life of mine
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Hyperspectral core imaging provides consistent, accurate mineralogy throughout all stages of mine life



CORESCAN© HYPERSPECTRAL CORE IMAGER III (HCI-III)

3 x Spectrometers (VNIR, SWIR-
A, SWIR-B)  

~4nm spectral resolution

Digital RGB Camera (50 um spatial 
resolution)

3D Core Surface Profiler for 
geotechnical logging (~20um 

vertical resolution)
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THE MINE CYCLE: ‘BIRTH TO DEATH’ MINERALOGY

MINERALOGY

Mineralogy begins
with the initial 
field-based geological
models developed
during green-fields 
exploration; these 
ideas can stay with a 
project forever

PHOTO (50UM)              CLASS MAP               WHITE MICA       WHITE MICA COMP           GYPSUM       

White Mica Match
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THE MINE CYCLE: ‘BIRTH TO DEATH’ MINERALOGY

MINERALOGY

Mineralogy becomes 
set via development of 
logging codes during 
exploration and 
development drilling

Potassic - Bi Quartz-Sericite (QS)

Mature logging codes can be quite 
simplistic; they are derived over years of 
winnowing and targeting of mineralogy 
of presumed importance (though 
sometimes codes become highly 
complex which presents its own 
problems in consistency, transparency 
and mobility through mine life phases)



THE MINE CYCLE: ‘BIRTH TO DEATH’ MINERALOGY

MINERALOGY

Mineralogy becomes 
set via development of 
logging codes during 
exploration and 
development drilling

Hyperspectral provides a way to ‘pivot’ and see the mineralogy 
separate from the dogma of historical codes and models
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MINERALOGY

Mineralogy becomes 
set via development of 
logging codes during 
exploration and 
development drilling

Potassic - Bi Quartz-Sericite (QS)
Abundance

Alunite≈QS

Comparing and contrasting historical codes with mineral distribution 
from hyperspectral allows for refinement, modification and re-modelling
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MINERALOGY

Mineralogy becomes 
set via development of 
logging codes during 
exploration and 
development drilling

Potassic - Bi Quartz-Sericite (QS)
Abundance

Phlogopite≈KB



THE MINE CYCLE: ‘BIRTH TO DEATH’ MINERALOGY

MINERALOGY

Mineralogy becomes 
set via development of 
logging codes during 
exploration and 
development drilling Potassic - Bi Quartz-Sericite (QS)

Abundance

Montmorillinite≈KB

This process can reveal minerals previously unrecognized or 
underestimated; such finds may prove important for overall  geological 
models, assemblage identity and diagnosis of process/met issues 



THE MINE CYCLE: ‘BIRTH TO DEATH’ MINERALOGY

MINERALOGY

Mineralogy becomes 
set via development of 
logging codes during 
exploration and 
development drilling

Hyperspectral image data is quantified with respect to presence or non-presence of minerals within 
chosen length intervals (typically ~200,000 pixels/m in Corescan data)



THE MINE CYCLE: ‘BIRTH TO DEATH’ MINERALOGY

MINERALOGY

Static mineralogy (in 
the form of set logging 
codes) finds its way 
throughout geological 
and mine engineering 
models

These point data are then easily brought into software for 3D modeling, alteration shell generation 
(seen above) and in-depth spatial analysis and queries



THE MINE CYCLE: ‘BIRTH TO DEATH’ MINERALOGY

MINERALOGY

Precise but limited 
interval, fine-scale 
mineralogy derived for 
geometallurgical 
modeling and process 
optimisation

• Many mineralogical identification methods are performed on small (~1-2 cm) 
spatial intervals which may or may not be consistently retrieved throughout one 
(or many) boreholes

Thin Section
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MINERALOGY

Precise but limited 
interval, fine-scale 
mineralogy derived for 
geometallurgical 
modeling and process 
optimisation

• Many mineralogical identification methods are performed on small (~1-2 cm) 
spatial intervals which may or may not be consistently retrieved throughout one 
(or many) boreholes

Thin Section

We have assumed that a few hundred point measurements 
(whether from XRD, Qemscan, other point data or some 
combination of these) properly characterize the mineralogy of an 
entire deposit – but experience shows that that assumption can be 
wrong
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EARLY STAGE – EVALUATION - FEASIBILITY

• Rapid scanning of small historical core collection for early-
stage project evaluation assessment

www.corescan.com.au

• Rapid mobilization of Corescan lab to project 
under evaluation

• 14,000 m of core scanned while quick-logging
• Mineral percentage data pulled into 3D 

modelling software and statistical algorithms 
in order to create a revised geological model

• Rapid geological (and thus resource 
estimated) allowed client to make a more 
rapid call on whether to proceed with project



GEOLOGICAL DEFINITION

RESOURCE MODEL – Geology 
Component

GEOLOGICAL MODEL
•FIELD MAPPING
•HAND SAMPLES
•DESKTOP STUDIES
•GEOPHYSICS
•GEOCHEMISTRY

EXPLORATION DRILLING
•LOGGING
•LOGGING CODE DEVELOPMENT
•ASSAY

EVALUATION AND DEVELOPMENT
•DRILLING
•LOGGING
•ASSAY
•[LOGGING CODE REFINEMENT] 

PRODUCTION AND LOM 
EXTENSIONS
•DRILLING
•LOGGING
•ASSAY
•[LOGGING CODE REFINEMENT]?

Optimally, hyperspectral imaging 
enters the geological model early 

and helps to define – in 
combination with the geologists –

robust mineralogical knowledge

In currently operating mines,
hyperspectral imaging 
enters well after established 
geological logging codes; 
can instigate minor to major 
refinements and additions

Logging Code
Refinement

Handsamples

Assisted Logging



GEOLOGICAL DEFINITION: LOGGING REPRODUCTION AND EFFICIENCY

• Is our classification scheme fit-for-purpose? Who is the ‘client’?

• Where are we in the mineralized system (and ‘when’ in terms of 
development)?

• Lithology
– In alteration logging does the protolith matter in the end?
– In what context for mining, processing, recovery does the protolith matter?

• Potential for process and recovery problems

• Textural information
– Mineralization and alteration relationships
– Grain size, hardness, density



EXAMPLE: LOGGING CODE ADJUSTMENTS

• Continuous alteration from IR facilitates logging code adjustments 

The addition of difficult to impossible mineralogical characteristics for humans to log (eg. 
crystallinity, fine geochemical differences) can reveal previously unrecognized ore vectors 
(eg. the white mica crystallinity shown above)



LOGGING CODE ADJUSTMENTS

• Validation of straightforward logging with introduction of 
consistency and textural information

Hyperspectral imaging brings consistency to logging, that while ‘simple’ for humans (such as the detection of magnetite), often lacks 
consistency and accurate textural distribution



LOGGING CODE ADJUSTMENTS

• Logging code improvement: identification of mineralogy not 
easily logged by geologists (particularly in a consistent 
manner)

www.corescan.com.au

Specularite Hematite

Ultimately, there are simply mineral species and sub-species that are frequently mixed and/or difficult to reliably identify while 
logging; hyperspectral core imaging can fill in these gaps and assist the core loggers in making better IDs and descriptions



ASSISSTED CORE LOGGING: A HYBRID LOGGING CODE

• The merging of the brains and experience of core loggers with 
the accuracy and consistency of hyperspectral core imagers

Pre-
Corescan  
(Observed 
Geology)

Post-Corescan
(Alteration log 
from Corescan)



EARLY-STAGE, FEASIBLITY STUDIES: PREDICTION OF PROCESS ISSUES

• Flotation of Mo and Cu different when in assemblage with 
appreciable talc; this doesn’t necessarily kill the project – but it 
highlights an issue to be engineered around and saves company 
from costly re-builds or work-arounds, mid-production

A company may know they have talc…but knowing how the talc is distributed (veined? pervasive?), how 
much they have, its characteristics (eg. highly crystalline?) and what it’s in assemblage with is key
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LOGGING ACCURACY/CONSISTENCY ASSESSMENTS

• Assessment (and quantification) of both mineralogy (and 
mineralogical characteristics) and lithology (as dictated by 
mineralogy); can direct companies to problem areas

The plot at left highlights the problem-areas for this client in terms 
of accurately logging sericite. D (Debil = Weak) logged zones of 
core actually show up at an average of ~53% sericite while M 
(Medio = Medium) logged core shows up at almost the same 
percentage at ~55% sericite. Sericite in core logged as F 
(Fuerte=Strong) is actually only an average of ~42% sericite. And
finally, humans were not identifying sericite (NL = Not Logged) in 
core that actually contained ~54% sericite.

This highlights to the client that they have a sericite logging 
problem; their core loggers are not able to accurately identify 
sericite. 

This does not mean they are bad loggers/geos; sericite is hard to 
log consistently.

What it shows is that hyperspectral can easily assist the loggers in 
much better sericite ID and provide consistent sericite logs for 
larger models.



ORE PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS

• Mineral zoning and distribution is 
difficult to recognize due to the irregular 
nature and coarse grain size of minerals 
in the matrix

• Mineral distribution is important because 
of grade prediction at various benches 
and in anticipating recovery problems 

• Mixed ore (sulfosalts, sulfides, secondary 
enrichment, clays, Fe-chlorite)

• Hardness, texture, density, grain size, and 
other mill-feed parameters

• Water consumption

Core Photography (50µm) Montmorillonite 
Match



ORE PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS: MINERAL ZONATION

Alunite Biotite
Mineral Class Map

Core Photo Phlogopite Kaolinite

Phlogopite Sericite Chlorite Kaolinite MontmorilliniteBiotite Alunite

65
0m

Au      Cu        SKARN    (Calc+Vesuv+Garnet+Chl+Epi)        PORPHYRY (Wm+Amp+Bio+Kao+Mt+Trm)  ADV ARGILLIC (Tpz+Jaro+Pyroph+Dia+Dic)  Amor Si  Gyp

Identification of assemblages related to primary lithology and attendant alteration periods reveals vertical extent, spatial distribution 
and paragenesis. Comparison with external assay data can then target or vector towards higher grades. Mineral % logs derived from 
hyperspectral core imaging shown displayed in www.coreshed.com
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ORE PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS

www.corescan.com.au

• Mineral zoning and distribution is difficult to 
recognize due to the irregular nature and 
coarse grain size of minerals in the matrix

• Mineral distribution is important because 
of grade prediction at various benches 
and in anticipating recovery problems 

• Mixed ore (sulfosalts, sulfides, secondary 
enrichment, clays, Fe-chlorite)

• Hardness, texture, density, grain size, 
and other mill-feed parameters

• Water consumption

PHOTO (50UM)         CLASS MAP      CARB GRAIN SIZE



ORE PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS

www.corescan.com.au

• Fundamental mineralogical character governs MINERAL HARDNESS

• This includes not just hard minerals, but those mineralogies that behave inversely to hardness; with 
some ancillary data to train with – rock hardness can be measured consistently using mineralogy 
from hyperspectral imaging
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Example: Hardness



ORE PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS

www.corescan.com.au

• MINERAL TEXTURE governs processing schemes

Example: Texture

PHOTOGRAPHY

MINERAL CLASS MAP

CHLORITE

SERICITE

PERVASIVEVEINED



ORE PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS

www.corescan.com.au

• These images show approximately 20,000 pixels of a single mineral across different 
sections of core; near identical mineral abundance is not enough to classify a rock – we 
need TEXTURE

Example: Texture

Semi-massive/Veined

Semi-massive/Matrix

Matrix/Coarse Blebby

Matrix/Disseminated

Disseminated This texture can be automatedly identified, quantified and added into the mineralogical 
models as a further variable for consideration in geometallurgical and processing models



ORE PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS

www.corescan.com.au

• Grain size calculations based on both MINERAL IDENTIFICATION  AND MAPPING…
Example: Grain Size

Major axis in 
cm

Perimeter in 
cm

Area in cm2

323 grain identified during the segmentation.

Top 20 largest grains highlighted

50 smallest grains highlighted

Area  
Perimeter
Elongation 

factor



ORE PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS

www.corescan.com.au

• Basic GEOTECHNICAL VARIABLES extracted from laser profile data allow for far more 
accurate and consistent rock quality measurements

Example: Geotechnical Variables



ORE PROCESSING CONSIDERATIONS

www.corescan.com.au

• Additional geotechnical extractions including fracture orientation, fracture set-
spacing and identification of mineralogy within fractures

• Ultimately able to calculate a 
partial RMR (Rock Mass Rating) and 
Q-Index (Tunneling Index)

Example: Geotechnical Variables

Harraden et al., 2016
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END-OF-LIFE

www.corescan.com.au

• Assessment of mineralogy within waste rock piles; identification and logging of sulfates, 
speciation of iron oxides and potential carbonate buffers

Example: Identification of potential ARD and buffering minerals



GENERALIZED CORESCAN WORKFLOW IN THE MINE CYCLE

www.corescan.com.au

Drilling

Supervised 
Core Logging

Hyperspectral
Images

Spectral 
Interpretation

Onsite 
Scanning

Quantitative 
Mineralogy Database Resource 
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